
ETC 2420/5242 Lab 10 2017
Di Cook
Week 10

Purpose

In this lab we will pull data together from multiple sources to answer the question whether adverse weather
affects pedestrian traffic in Melbourne.

Data

• Melbourne Open data portal has locations of sensors and pedestrian counts by hour for numerous sites
around the city.

• The US Department of Commerce hosts a global data base on weather from ground stations collated by
National Climatic Data Center.

Getting started

The list of weather stations is a small file. We will pull this data from the web first. And plot the locations for
Australia on a map. Data can be found at this web site http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/ghcn/daily/.
Download the file ghcnd-stations.txt.

The read_table function from the readr package uses whitespace to guess where records start and end, very
convenient. We also will only read the station information for Australia, that have ids starting with ASN. I
used a text editor to find the line numbers of the start and end of these records.

The ggplot2 package has some basic maps included. To get the map of Australia we need to subset the
world map based on the longitude and latitude of the station locations. Maps like this can be considered to
be polygon data. We use these polygons as the background to the points corresponding to station locations.
# Read stations data
stations <- read_table("ghcnd-stations.txt",

col_names=c("ID", "lat", "lon", "elev", "state", "name",
"v1", "v2", "v3"), skip=353, n_max=17081)

oz <- map_data("world", xlim=range(stations$lon),
ylim=range(stations$lat))

ggplot(oz, aes(x=long, y=lat)) +
geom_path(aes(group=group)) +
coord_quickmap() +
geom_point(data=stations, aes(x=lon, y=lat),

colour="red", alpha=0.5)
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We are next going to get the sensor locations, and plot these on a google map of Melbourne. You need to go
to the Melbourne Open Data Portal site and export the locations as a csv file.
# Get pedestrian sensor locations
ped_loc <- read_csv("Pedestrian_Sensor_Locations.csv")
qmplot(Longitude, Latitude, data=ped_loc, colour=I("red"), size=I(3))
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Our next step is to extract the nearest weather station near downtown.
# Choose a weather station close to pedestrian sensors
melb_stns <- stations %>% filter(lon > min(ped_loc$Longitude),

lon < max(ped_loc$Longitude),
lat > min(ped_loc$Latitude),
lat < max(ped_loc$Latitude))

melb_stns <- melb_stns %>% mutate(type = "weather") %>%
select(lat, lon, type)

ped_loc <- ped_loc %>% mutate(type = "ped") %>%
rename(lat = Latitude, lon = Longitude) %>%
select(lat, lon, type)

ped_loc_weather_stn <- bind_rows(ped_loc, melb_stns)
ped_loc_weather_stn$type <- factor(ped_loc_weather_stn$type)
qmplot(lon, lat, data=ped_loc_weather_stn,

colour=type, shape=type, size=I(3)) +
scale_colour_brewer(palette="Dark2")
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Combining pedestrian sensor data and weather data

Only a selection of sensors are used, ones that have complete records for 2013 and 2014. And only weather
records for these years are used, partly because that weather station values for 2015 are mostly missing. We
would need to pull weather data from the next nearest station to examine 2015 data.

Earo Wang’s rwalkr package can be used to get the pedestrian counts, as follows:
# devtools::install_github("earowang/rwalkr")
library(rwalkr)
ped_run <- run_melb(year = 2013:2014, sensor = "Bourke Street Mall (North)")

The weather data was extracted from the yearly gzipped, csv files, using code like this:

t2013 <- read_csv("2013.csv.gz", col_names=FALSE)
t2013 <- t2013 %>% filter(X1 == melb_stns$ID)
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You don’t need to so this, the data is provided in melb_ghcn.csv. Some additional pre-processing of the
weather data is needed - month, day and year variables are extracted from the date column - a new date
variable is created that is recognised as a date by R - temperature is converted into Celsius, precipitation is
converted into mm - missing precipitation values were substituted with 0.
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# [1] "Bourke Street Mall (South)"
# [2] "Melbourne Central"
# [3] "Town Hall (West)"
# [4] "Princes Bridge"
# [5] "Flinders Street Station Underpass"
# [6] "Webb Bridge"
# [7] "Southern Cross Station"
# [8] "Victoria Point"
# [9] "Waterfront City"
# [10] "Flagstaff Station"
# [11] "Sandridge Bridge"

Your group will be assigned one sensor to work with. Subset your data to have only the records for this one
sensor, in order to do the questions for the lab. (My example code uses Bourke Street Mall (North).)

Question 1

a. (2pts) Why was precipitation, max and min temp divided by 10? To get it into Celsius and mm,
the web page for the data provides the measurement information.

b. (2pts) Plot the minimum vs maximum temperature and describe the relationship. Why might it not
be a good idea to use both of these in a model? These two variables are strongly associated,
which would bring uncertainty to the model estimates.

c. (2pts) Replacing missing values with 0 is generally a REALLY BAD idea. Why is it reasonable
for precipitation? 0 is often in the range of the data, so that using 0 for the missings
might be bias results, and also makes it hard to find later. For this data, so many
days in Melbourne have 0 precipitation, its a pretty likely event. Using 0's for the
missings may not be perfect but given that it is the majority event its not likely
to affect results much.
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d. (2pts) Three new variables were created, high_prcp, high_tmp, low_tmp. Explain why you think
Dr Cook did this? And why these variables rather than the original will be used in the forthcoming
model. I created these because I think it may be a tipping point value, that when
the temperature reaches 33 Celsius a lot of people choose not to go out. And with
rain, a little drizzle won't inhibit many people but a lot of showers or threat of
consistent rain is likely to keep people indoors. Also, using these binary variables
avoids multicollinearity problems.

e. (2pts) Make a plot of 3pm each day in January, and pedestrian count by high_tmp. You choose
what you think is the best plot to make. What do you learn from the plot? Side-by-side boxplots
suggest that the pedestrian traffic is lower when temperatures pass 33C (at least
for Bourke St Mall (South)).

f. (2pts) Make a time series plot of pedestrian counts, faceted by month and day. What do you learn
about the pedestrian traffic at your sensor location? (for Bourke St Mall (South)) Week day
vs weekend pattern is different: the commuter pattern is visible on week days, and
weekends the peak traffic time is later in the day. December has more variability
and different patterns to the other months. February has a couple of odd Saturday
nights where people are still walking around at midnight.

Question 2

We are going to fit a Poisson model with

• Response: count
• Explanatory: day, time, month, high_tmp, low_tmp, high_prcp

Three-way interactions between day, time, month are included.

HEADS UP: The model will take a few minutes to fit, and to compute the predicted values. Start it running
and then go get a coffee or tea.

a. (2pts) Why use a Poisson model? The response variable takes positive interger values, so
the Poisson model is appropriate.

b. (2pts) What does the three way interaction model allow for in the pattern of counts over day, time and
month? This allows for different temporal patterns on different days, and different
months.

c. (2pts) How many estimates need to be made in this model? Do you have enough data to do all of this
estimation?A lot of estimates, 2019, but we have a lot of data also, 16262

d. (2pts) Examine the estimates, and significance for the three weather variables. How does high
temperature affect the pedestrian traffic? Or does it have any effect? (for Bourke St Mall (South))
all the variables have a significant effect on counts. The coefficient for high_tmp
is 0.1222281, which is positive, corresponding to the not hot days, where more people
are walking around.

e. (2pts) Make a plot of the fitted values by time, faceted on month and day. Colour points by high_temp.
What do you learn about the effect of high temperature on estimated pedestrian traffic? The higher
temperature days tend to have lower counts than the other days.

f. (2pts) Compute the difference between pedestrian count, for a Wednesday, 3pm, in January, for a hot
vs not day. (Take precipitation to be none and low_temp to be not.) There are about 350 less
people on a hot day walking around.

Question 3

a. (2pts) Plot the observed vs fitted values. How good is your model? Its pretty good! Except for a
handful of observations.
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b. (2pts) Plot the residuals against fitted values. What days, times and months have the largest residuals?
(These would be times that the model doesn’t predict well.) Feb 22-23 2014 around midnight has
more pedestrians than expected. Dec 25 has less pedestrians than expected.

c. (2pts) Explore reasons for these misfits, using the internet, or what you know about Melbourne.
Feb 22-23 2014 around midnight is the biggest misfit from the model, which would
correspond to the White Night event where activities go on throughout the night in
downtown Melbourne.

library(plotly)
p <- ggplot(ped_weath_bsm_aug, aes(x=.fitted_exp, y=.resid,

label=paste(month, day, mday, year.x, "-", time))) +
geom_point()

ggplotly(p)

TURN IN

• Your .Rmd file
• Your .html file that results from knitting the Rmd.
• Make sure your group members are listed as authors, one person per group will turn in the report

Resources

• Pedestrian count data
• Menne, M.J., I. Durre, B. Korzeniewski, S. McNeal, K. Thomas, X. Yin, S. Anthony, R. Ray, R.S. Vose,

B.E.Gleason, and T.G. Houston, 2012: Global Historical Climatology Network - Daily (GHCN-Daily),
Version 3. [indicate subset used following decimal, e.g. Version 3.12]. NOAA National Climatic Data
Center. http://doi.org/10.7289/V5D21VHZ [9/9/2016].
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